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Dear Mike

While there is an overwhelming amount of news coverage, the best investigative reporting on events in Fukushima, factually
based, has come out on the U.S., notably, the New York Times and Washington Post.  I trust one of your assessors can distill
key points from the links below. Given the wording of your request for information, I would question what kind of review this
is. This cannot be a technical fact-finding exercise like an air crash investigation, since many salient facts will take a
long time to emerge. It is perhaps unlikely that 'wider stakeholders' are going to be in possession of 'new' technical facts
given your privileged access to information sources from international agencies and Japanese national authorities. I trust
this review will be a wider investigation into issues of spent fuel storage arrangements, safety management, contingency
planning, emergency preparedness, safety culture, maintenance and inspection arrangements, risk management and the
effectiveness of regulatory oversight in Japan. The following articles will be useful in this regard. 

Yours sincerely

Erik Rolen
10 April 2011

Japan Extended Reactor’s Life, Despite Warning

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/22/world/asia/22nuclear.html

 

U.S. Experts Blame Fukushima 1 Explosions and Radiation on Failed Venting System

http://www.nytimes.com/cwire/2011/03/25/25climatewire-us-experts-blame-fukushima-1-explosions-and-19903.html?scp=3&
sq=fukushima&st=cse

 

U.S. Dropped Nuclear Rule Meant to Avert Hydrogen Explosions

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/31/u-s-dropped-nuclear-rule-meant-to-avert-hydrogen-explosions/?partner=rss&emc=rss

 

Japanese Rules for Nuclear Plants Relied on Old Science

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/27/world/asia/27nuke.html

 

Core of Stricken Reactor Probably Leaked, U.S. Says

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/07/world/asia/07japan.html

 

U.S. Sees Array of New Threats at Japan’s Nuclear Plant

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/06/world/asia/06nuclear.html

 

Nuclear Reactions (3 Letters)

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/05/science/05lett-reactions.html

 

U.S. Response to Japan's Crisis Should Be a New Spent Fuel Strategy, Senate Panel Is Told

http://www.nytimes.com/cwire/2011/03/31/31climatewire-us-response-to-japans-crisis-should-be-a-new-81515.html?emc=eta1

 

Reactor Design in Japan Has Long Been Questioned

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/16/world/asia/16contain.html?scp=54&sq=japan&st=cse

 

Citing Near Misses, Report Faults Both Nuclear Regulators and Operators

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/17/report-faults-both-nuclear-regulators-and-operators/?scp=61&sq=fukushima&st=nyt

 

U.S. Nuclear Plants Have Same Risks, and Backups, as Japan Counterparts

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9907E6D6123EF937A25750C0A9679D8B63&scp=106&sq=fukushima&st=nyt

 

Experts Had Long Criticized Potential Weakness in Design of Stricken Reactor

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9505E4DA103EF935A25750C0A9679D8B63&scp=108&sq=fukushima&st=nyt
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Risks, Radiation and Regulation

http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/18/risks-radiation-and-regulation/?scp=136&sq=fukushima&st=nyt

 

LETTERS; Jitters About Nuclear Power

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=990DE4DC1330F932A35757C0A9679D8B63&scp=201&sq=fukushima&st=nyt

 

Workers Give Glimpse of Japan's Nuclear Crisis

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/31/world/asia/31workers.html?ref=atomicenergy

 

Europe to Test Safety of Nuclear Reactors

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/26/business/global/26nuke.html?_r=1&ref=atomicenergy

“The tests should assess threats from earthquakes, floods, airplane crashes and terrorists and examine the robustness of
backup cooling systems, according to Günther Oettinger, the bloc’s energy commissioner. The tests should also assess the
security of ponds where highly radioactive spent fuel is stored, Luis Echávarri, director general of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development’s Nuclear Energy Agency”

 

Fukushima, Indian Point and Fantasy

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/21/nyregion/21towns.html?ref=atomicenergy

 

Deconstructing the Japanese Nuclear Plant Design

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/20/weekinreview/20wald.html

 

Greater Danger Lies in Spent Fuel Than in Reactors

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/18/world/asia/18spent.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=tha22

 

Amid nuclear crisis, Japan's Tepco planned new reactors

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/amid-nuclear-crisis-japans-tepco-planned-new-reactors/2011/04/05/AFtBbfkC_story.html

 

Japan nuclear crisis a challenge with enormous implications for nuclear power, says IAEA

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/japan-nuclear-crisis-a-challenge-with-enormous-implications-for-nuclear-power-says-iaea
/2011/04/04/AF1ZoLcC_story.html

 

Nuclear experts weigh in on GE containment system

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2011/03/14/AR2011031405479.html

 

Japanese nuclear plant’s safety analysts brushed off risk of tsunami

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/japanese-nuclear-plants-evaluators-cast-aside-threat-of-tsunami/2011/03
/22/AB7Rf2KB_story.html

 

A quarter of U.S. nuclear plants not reporting equipment defects, report finds

http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/a-quarter-of-us-nuclear-plants-not-reporting-equipment-defects-report-
finds/2011/03/24/ABHYa2RB_story.html?hpid=z2

 

Japanese Workers Braved Radiation for a Temp Job

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/10/world/asia/10workers.html

Before the quake, thousands of untrained laborers handled most of the dangerous work at nuclear plants.

 

Lack of Data Heightens Japan’s Nuclear Crisis

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/09/world/asia/09nuclear.html
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